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Shock Civilian Experiences 1937 1945
Fascism has proved sufficiently elastic to be used as a term of abuse across the political spectrum. Tweet this “And this Fascist revolt—we might even use the more sacred and serious word ...

F*scist is still a bad word. And your political enemy probably isn’t one.
The impact of bombing, however, becomes increasingly unclear the closer we examine civilian experiences, which is perhaps why the myth-makers of the bombing war rarely wish to engage with them. A ...

History at 30,000 Feet: Malcolm Gladwell’s “The Bomber Mafia”
The Americans sealed off the bulge in late January 1945, but there was more fighting ... Suffering from combat shock, everything became a blur. All he could remember about the station was picking ...

This Sherman Tank Crew Went Through Hell and Back
Nazis subject to mandatory removal were all persons who had held office in the party, had joined before 1 May 1937, or had joined ... "bitterness and despair." A shock for the Germans, Law No ...

Reckonings With the Past
1 What happened next was one of the most frightening and horrible experiences ever faced by men ... "The feelings of shock and outrage produced by this first gas attack were compounded by the ...

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)
WAS it a cultural thing? Nature vs.Nurture? Was there something in the water? Their DNA? What follows traces the plight of six Basque adolescents, their ...

Basque magic: How Spanish children ended up playing in English teams before ‘foreign players’ became a thing
It will show the links between airpower thinking before 1939, subsequent wartime experience, and the first postwar conceptions ... For the first time since 1945, ideas at the national level directly ...

To Kill Nations: American Strategy in the Air-Atomic Age and the Rise of Mutually Assured Destruction
In 1945, the Lunghwa civilian camp — made famous in the movie ... committing rapes and torture. By 1937, the aggressive “incidents” escalated to full-out war, with combat returning ...

POW of the Japanese: Los Osos woman’s extraordinary saga of World War II
John Snagge’s account, like many versions of the BBC’s wartime story, focuses on the experience ... 1939-1945 (2004) Dorothy Sheridan (ed.), Wartime Women: A Mass Observation Anthology 1937-45 ...

"This country is at war"
(photo courtesy of the Northwest Montana Lookout Association) The 40-foot tall Blacktail Mountain Lookout the afternoon of August 19, 1937 ... the stories and experiences of the hearty souls ...

Project aims to preserve oral history of fire lookouts
In 1996, Rothschild recorded his memories of his imprisonment from 1943 until his liberation by the Russians on July 1, 1945. The videos ... with names which startle with their familiarity yet shock ...

A Holocaust survivor, a record collection and a firefighter revisited on Nevada City’s KVMR
From that sinking on September 3, 1939, until three weeks before the German surrender in May 1945, the U-boats struck ... landing gear and a cruise speed of around 100 mph. The bigger shock: It worked ...

Britain’s Desperate Response to U-Boats
Their device could not tell its operators precisely how many planes the antenna was sensing, or if they were American or military or civilian ... s history and the shock of a lifetime for just ...

How (Almost) Everyone Failed to Prepare for Pearl Harbor
who led Brazil’s Estado Novo dictatorship from 1937 until 1945. Vargas’ supporters went on to found the Brazilian Labor Party, which Goulart led, in 1945. “Brazil has never faced up to its ...

In Brazil, Dictatorship-Era Wounds Never Really Healed. Then Came Bolsonaro
Louis St. Laurent was appointed to the Cabinet in 1941 and seven years later succeeded Mackenzie King as Leader of the Liberal party and as Prime Minister.

My Years with Louis St. Laurent: A Political Memoir
The Beech 18, also known as the Twin Beech, rolled out of the Beech Aircraft Company’s Wichita, Kansas assembly plant from 1937 to 1970 ... Most were not aviators, and few had any experience in ...

Pilots and Fans Dedicated to Prolonging the Stardom of the Beech 18
Edward “Teddy” Croft-Murray, who in civilian life was a curator of prints ... MFAA officers had the disheartening experience of walking along a church aisle knee-deep in rubble, stepping ...

How the Monuments Men Saved Italy’s Treasures
After the U.S. Entered the war, Canada and Britain shared their BW research experience with the U.S. The only verified instance of BW during the war was the use by Japan against the Chinese, from ...

The Role of Insects as Biological Weapons
This book provided valuable insights on the relationship between war and medicine, covering a range of national contexts through almost a century (from 1850 to 1945), possibly the ... on soldiers more ...

Recensione del saggio 'Medicine and Modern Warfare'
“It was such a shock for artists of this time,” said Singer. Prints of sumo wrestlers influenced Gauguin’s subtly violent image, she added. nature The Antillean Parade, 1945 Wifredo ...
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